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Photograph 2. The NOAA Snow-level Radar (SLR) installed near the

Grafton Residence Hall on the Plymouth State University campus, Plymouth,

New Hampshire. The SLR is an FM-CW radar. The right antenna shroud

contains the transmit antenna. The receive antenna is on the left. All radar

electronics are inside the enclosure between the antennas. The meteorological

surface station is mounted on a tripod near the radar. The tipping-bucket rain

gauge is on the crossarm opposite the temperature and relative humidity

sensors.
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Introduction
We have calibrated vertically-pointing, dwelling radars using collocated

rain gauges (Hartten et al., 2019; Johnston et al., 2017; Hartten and Johnston,

2014). These calibrations used single events of 4 to 21 h duration.  Using

total rain accumulation as a calibration standard helps to average out the

temporal and spatial sampling differences between these instruments.

This presentation examines longer periods using these calibrations.

Questions to be answered by this research have both instrumentation and

meteorological importance:

1. How accurate are the calibrations of the radars?

2. Are the calibrations stable?

3. Are the assumptions used in these calibrations valid?

4. What problems are observed that limit the usefulness of the data?

Two radar systems are examined:

• four months of data from the NOAA TOGA COARE 915-MHz wind

profiler located at Manus Island, Papua New Guinea

• nine months of data from the NOAA Snow-Level Radar (SLR)

operated in Plymouth, New Hampshire (PMH).

The Manus Island radar was carefully calibrated using two techniques by

Hartten et al. (2019). This calibration used four events with a total

accumulation of 42 mm. The PMH radar was calibrated using a stratiform

rain event on 10 December 2014 (8.9 mm accumulation over 6.5 h).

Conclusions and future work
An obvious first step is to work on data quality issues.  Both radars suffer

from bad data values which contribute significantly to the long-term

accumulations. Here are some tentative answers to the original questions,

subject to improved data quality for final answers:

1. How accurate are the calibrations of the radars?

Based on a survey of several cases, my current estimate for both radars is

the reflectivity calibrations are within ±1.5 dB.

2. Are the calibrations stable?

The calibrations appear to be stable. The good example for PMH shows

data 2.5 years after the calibration date.

3. Are the many assumptions used in these calibrations valid?

• The tight grouping of the ranges, esp. for Manus suggests that rain

observed on the ground is closely related to the rain overhead, even 1 km

above the radar.

• In both radar time periods, stratiform rain dominated. The use of the

Marshall-Palmer Z-R relationship appears to be valid for stratiform rain.

• A cursory examination suggests Marshall-Palmer is not valid for

heavy, intense rainfall, or warm rain.

4. What problems are observed that limit the usefulness of the data?

• The Manus data has limited applicability for precipitation studies since

it does not observe vertically all the time.

There are data quality issues that need to be solved in order to fully

validate the calibrations.  For the Manus radar, removal of one bad datum

would make the upper eight ranges agree very closely.  Removal of the 14

May data from the PMH radar would remove a major step in the data not

observed by the rain gauge. Additionally, removal of non-atmospheric echoes

could change the results significantly.

With a calibrated radar, there are many possibilities for additional studies.

For the wind-profiler, knowing the calibration allows the clear -air returns to

be calibrated in terms of Cn
2.  For the Snow-Level Radar, knowing the

calibration is stable means that there is a good possibility of using the power

spectral data to determine drop size distributions.


